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The CLASSIC project was started with the aim of providing a uniform interface to accelerator
codes, including input language, data structures, and interface to control systems. This should
allow data and algorithms to be interchanged easily between programs. It should also allow the
use of the same algorithms to talk to a simulation model or the real machine.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The complete solution of accelerator physics problems usually requires
several programs to be run. Exchange ofdata and algorithms among programs
is still very difficult due to unnecessary differences in input format and
internal data structure. To alleviate the problems the development of a
C++ class library called CLASSIC (Class Library for Accelerator System
Simulation and Control) has been started by John Irwin at SLAC. This library
shall provide services for building portable accelerator structures and doing
analysis on these structures.
Section 2 summarises the historical background which lead to this project,
and Section 3 outlines its goals and anticipated time schedule.
2 HISTORY
2.1 Input Language
In order to solve all aspects of a problem in accelerator physics it is usually
required to run several computer programs. Different programs use a wide




TRANSPORT: l In the original version both element definitions and
commands occur in-line within a list of the structure. Element and command
codes are numeric. Newer versions also understand mnemonic codes and
allow more flexibility in command placement.
PETROS:2 The fixed-format input first defines all different elements, and
then lists their names in the order of their occurrence in the machine.
SYNCH:3 Uses a fixed input format and mnemonic command codes.
Commands and definitions can be intermixed freely.
Many other formats have been used, all of which have their own weakness
and/or strength. This makes it difficult to exchange input data between
programs, as the risk is important that the data used for different programs
are not consistent.
These problem led to the definition of a format-free "standard input
language" with mnemonic type codes for elements during a workshop at
SLAC.7 However, the standard language lacks definitions for command
codes. The language has been implemented in many programs, e.g. in
MARYLIE,4 MAD,S TRANSPORTl and DIMAD.6
2.2 Machine Structure in Storage
Like the input language, the data structure describing the accelerator in
computer memory differs widely from one program to the other. The
first-generation ofprograms used a static structure based on fixed FORTRAN
arrays (example: SYNCH3).
The second-generation of programs have implemented some more or less
sophisticated memory management in FORTRAN (examples: MARYLIE,4
MADS). Very sophisticated systems for general memory management exist,
like the CERN-written package called ZEBRA.8 The use of this package in
MAD reduced the memory overhead significantly, but made it difficult to a
non-initiated programmer to add new features.
In third-generation of programs the trend goes to object-oriented tech-
niques with true dynamic memory allocation. The most promising language
to do this is C++. The first attempt at such a program is BEAMLINE.9 More
recently, a new version of MAD, MAD++, has been started at CERN.
The differences in internal formats make it impossible to exchange program
code between different programs. Therefore, when switching from one
program to the other, users have no choice except translating the data files,
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with the obvious riskoferrors described in the previous subsection. A portable
data structure for general use in optics programs would be ofinestimable help.
2.3 Map Representation and Dynamic Analysis
Many different methods have been used to represent transfer maps and for
analysis of optical behaviour of the machine. Most first-generation programs
used "TRANSPORT maps", i.e. transfer matrices, possibly augmented
with second-order, sometimes third-order terms (example: TRANSPORT1).
The main problem with these maps is that truncation makes the maps
non-symplectic. Some programs even ignored linear coupling completely.
Some second-generation and third-generation programs use Lie-algebraic
maps (examples: MARYLIE,4 MADS). Coupling is fully handled in these
programs, and map analysis uses normal forms in N dimensions. Other
programs use Taylor maps (examples: TEAPOT,lO TRACYIDESPOT,ll
Turchetti's program12). These programs expand the transfer maps into a
Taylor series and apply normal form algorithms to the result. Treatment of
single resonances is also feasible with both methods. However, more than
2degrees offreedom are difficult to handle without Lie algebra. Both methods
can be based on maps for finite-length elements (examples: MARYLIE,4
MADS), or on thin lens approximations (example: TEAPOT10).
Linear normal form analysis gives the linear lattice functions. 13 Their
original form ignores coupling, and they are only applicable for nearly
linear lattices. Later coupled lattice functions were introduced.14 The transfer
matrices are first decoupled by a similarity transformation, and the resulting
block diagonal matrices are analysed. Again, this method is hardly applicable
to strongly non-linear machines.
An uniform portable representation of maps would facilitate the transfer
of maps from one program to another. One program might then be optimised
for map generation and the other for map analysis. Whatever transfer map
representation is chosen, it should allow a complete analysis of the motion.
It should enable a large range of analysis methods to be applied. The most
flexible representation seems to be based on polynomial ("Taylor") maps.
Early approaches include the packages MXYZPTLK16 and ZLIB.17 A good
polynomial algebra package will allow analysis·by Lie algebra, by truncated
power series, by generating functions, and by many other algorithms. Of
course all the linear analysis methods are also available.
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Some problems, like dispersion and some non-linear problems, could be
tackled by synchrotron integrals. These are mainly useful for quasi-linear
lattices with very weak coupling. It turns out that it is sometimes very
cumbersome to evaluate such integrals correctly, especially for fringe field
effects. 15 Note that synchrotron integrals are not readily available from
transfer maps; but their values can be deduced in some cases via normal
form analysis.
2.4 Interaction of Optics Programs and Control Systems
Often optics programs run in control computers so as to permit studies
on machine parameter variation without disturbing machine operation. The
machine parameters are fetched from the machine and/or from a data base,
and the results mayor may not be fed back to the control system. A flexible
interface is required to connect the optics program with the machine. Ad hoc
methods have been developed, (example: ImI8 ), but a lot remains to be done
for a portable interface.
A reasonably accepted interface seems to be CDEV. 19 This package defines
a standard interface for control systems. If optics programs could interface
to CDEV or to a similar system, they could be written in a portable way and
could easily exchange data with the control system.
3 PLANS FOR CLASSIC
3.1 Goals
The following goals have been defined in a workshop, held in August 1995
atSLAC:
• Provide a C++ class library for accelerator design, simulation, and
operation.
• Provide a mechanism for C++ code sharing in the accelerator community.
• Provide a platform to exchange new ideas in code development.
A long-term goal would be to allow interfacing with control systems.
Optimised routines will be written to manipulate truncated power series.20
The algorithms will also include methods for evaluating Poisson brackets
and operations on truncate power series maps.
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3.2 Possible Uses of the CLASSIC Library
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Using the CLASSIC library, the data structure within a program can be built
in at least three ways.
1. The program user can provide a program module which generates the
accelerator structure by using a set C++ constructor calls.
2. The CLASSIC library is embedded in a complete program like MAD++.
The accelerator structure is generated from an input file read ~ith a
standard language parser.
3. The machine structure is extracted from a data base in the form of a C++
module.
The analysis part can be pre-written and linked with the data structure, or it
may be provided by the user. For flexibility the class library should have the
following features:
• Different language decoders can be plugged in easily.
• New algorithms for map generation and analysis can be added without
problems.
• Integration methods can be replaced at execution time.
3.3 Organisation of the CLASSIC Project
The CLASSIC library provides an open development environment. The code
is stored in a repository residing in the cvs repository
/afs/slac.stanford.edu/g/atsp/classic/prototype
at SLAC. Users having an a f s account at SLAC can access it using the
UNIX "cvs" program. A WWW home page is planned, and two mailing lists
exist:
classic general A list ofpeople who want to be informed about the CLASSIC
project.
classic workers A list of potential contributors to the CLASSIC project. At
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A tentative structure was defined during the first CLASSIC workshop at
SLAC in August 1995. This structure will probably be revised in a second
workshop on CLASSIC in early 1996. Implementation has been postponed
until after that workshop. The time estimate to implement a prototype is of
the order of some months, once a suitable design has been decided.
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